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For design that encapsulates the simplicity and striking form of abstract shapes, Vivido is a collection of fabrics and wallpapers that takes its cue from architecture and is softened by a considered, muted palette. New to Clarke & Clarke, sartorial stripes bring a timelessness to interiors in a velvet that is fit for purpose in contract and domestic applications. Tailored stripes in a selection of widths take this linear look to the next level. For a take on a modern geometric, Urban is inspired by Cubism, with its abstract take on shape, but delivers an artistic, cohesive collection of fabric designs in a rich palette.

Northwood completes the AW23 collective. Studio G’s collection of 100% cotton fabrics bring an eternally English feel to Clarke & Clarke’s portfolio, with a colour palette inspired by the seasons and a beautiful blend of prints that take their inspiration from nature, whether in the luscious forest landscapes or the delicate florals of a meadow.
Inspired by the trend for simple, abstract shapes, Vivido is a luxurious collection of nine wallcoverings and a mix of seven fabrics, including tactile weaves, embroideries and prints. Layering techniques add depth to architecturally inspired designs, which are softened by a relaxed, tonal palette. Contemporary colourways such as Midnight and Spice add a touch of contrast to this easy-to-use range, which is punctuated by subtle metallic highlights.
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Wallpaper: Dipinto Natural WP W0177/03 | Drape: Dipinto Ivory FM92/02
Cushions: Grassetto Bronze F1684/01 and Orpheus Natural F1687/04 (from Urbini Collection) | Orpheus Natural F1696/04
Inspired by the abstract aesthetics of Cubism, Urban transforms landscapes and objects into geometric artforms. Incorporating a range of statement designs on soft, cut velvet and one tactile weave, this expressive collection of stripes, circles and chevrons spans a rich colour palette in six fabric designs.

**URBAN**

Drapes: Kupka Petal F1685/06 | Sofa: Delaunay Multi F1689/03
Cushions: Dritto Copper F1683/01, Kupka Multi F1686/03, Kupka Petal F1685/06
Footstool: Grassetto Multi F1684/03 | Chairs: Kupka Copper F1685/02

Upholstery: Delaunay Magenta/Peacock F1682/02
Cushions: Orpheus Magenta/Peacock F1687/02
Shapes: Dritto Slate F1683/04, Delaunay Natural F1682/04, Grassetto Bronze F1684/01, Orpheus Natural F1687/04, Kupka Bronze F1685/01

Footstool: Kupka Bronze F1685/01

Chairs: Grassetto Bronze F1684/01, Dritto Slate F1683/04

Cushions: Orpheus Natural F1687/04, Melange Natural F1686/04
Collection

Whitworth

For the first time, Clarke & Clarke presents a timeless range of dual purpose tailored velvet stripes. Comprising four smart designs in a range of widths and bestselling colourways, Whitworth’s versatile aesthetic is suitable for both contract and domestic settings.
New for AW23, the Studio G collective of designs presents an elegant collection of 12 country inspired prints. Made from 100% cotton, three colour groups represent Summer, Autumn and Winter in a palette of soft pinks, tonal greens and sky blues. Intricate motifs, hand drawn in the studio, share an English feel across forested landscapes, delicate florals and natural influences, each interpreted into a range of beautiful, easy to use fabrics.
Cushions: Bellever Linen F1699/04, Ennerdale Denim/Saffron F1700/02, Bempton Olive F1307/08, Whinfell Saffron/Mineral F1705/03, Fleur Denim F1373/02, Rivington Ink F1702/01
Upholstery: Bempton Denim F1307/03

Blinds: Whinfell Mineral/Spice F1705/02

Canopy: Swinley Linen F1703/04, Wilderwood Teal/Spice F1706/04
Throw: Ennerdale Teal F1700/05, Cushions: Thetford Teal/Spice F1704/03, Mercia Apple/Spice F1701/01
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**PLEASE NOTE THIS LOGO IS TO BE USED ON PATTERNBOOK TAPES ONLY**
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